Mitotic recombination and segregation of satellites in Bloom's syndrome.
Mitotic recombination in satellite stalks--a phenomenon often difficult to distinguish from satellite association--was studied in a sister and a brother with Bloom's syndrome. Segregation after recombination was analyzed in the lymphocytes of the sister who had Q-bright satellites. Her cells varied greatly both in regard to the acrocentrics which displayed Q-bright satellites and the number of such satellites per cell. In 58 cells a total of 31 different patterns were seen. In 83 cells of 6 controls who also had Q-bright satellites on at least one acrocentric chromosome, not one cell was found in which the pattern differed from that characteristic of the person. Obviously exchanges between satellite stalks in patients with Bloom's syndrome are fairly frequent (estimated lower limit 6/1000) and very rare in persons who do not have this syndrome (estimated 0.1/1000).